Characterization of the nonregular regions of proteins by a contortion index.
Nonstructured regions in proteins that provide the link between two regular structured regions play a significant role in maintaining the scaffold of the protein. Not only do they act as connectors between two regular secondary structural elements of proteins but they also provide the necessary turn or reversal in the polypeptide chain. This incorporates flexibility in the structure. Thus an understanding of the structural aspects of the nonregular regions is necessary to have a better insight into these features. We can assume the nonregular region to be a contorted polypeptide segment tethered by regular secondary structured regions at both ends. To describe the undulating nature of the nonregular regions, we introduce a parameter called the "contortion index." This index describes how tortuously the region is organized. Our analysis shows that the contortion index is related to other physicochemical parameters and can be used to characterize the nonregular regions of proteins.